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 Ý Ë ñ rvw uhgxfwlrq sdfndjh rq jhqhulf yhklfoh

Tailor welded blanks together with the Advanced High Strength Steels (AHSS) offer
a great potential to increase safety and/or decrease the weight of cars while at the
same time reducing their cost. However, cost reduction can also be the main priority
itself.
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Tailored Blanks has developed a product catalogue of generic parts based on real
parts of production vehicles, which gives an estimation of the gains of the different
tailor welded blanks applications both from a weight saving and cost saving
perspective.
Generally the studies aim at comparing the tailor welded blanks solution with a
conventional monolithic post-assembled solution at equal technical performance.
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Floor panel

qfh wkh vwudwhjlf sulrulwlhv ri wkh yhklfoh duh lghqwlhgâ dloruhg odqnv fdq sxw
wrjhwkhu d vroxwlrq sdfndjh ri wdloru zhoghg eodqnv dqg suhvhqw d uvw hvwlpdwlrq ri
dfklhydeoh jdlqvÝ
The example above shows a case where cost reduction is the priority. Some more
tailor welded blanks could well be introduced to reduce the weight, even at a
very reasonable extra cost of about 1Ú/kg saved, but as we have focused on cost
reduction, these solutions have been left out in this case. The performance of these
solutions is either better or comparable to the monolithic references.
This type of example can serve as a state of the art study in order to discuss ideas
at the concept stage of the vehicle. A detailed analysis will then be conducted to
conÝrm the estimations presented.

2 - Stamping of tailor
welded blanks
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In order to determine, together with the design departments of the customers,
whether a part is suitable as a tailor welded blank or not, Tailored Blanks proposes
support for design and cost estimation of the Ýnal part. By this approach Tailored
Blanks makes sure that the tailor welded blanks meet not only the technical
requirements of the customer but also present an economical interest.
Therefore ArcelorMittal has developed a model to support decisions in the design
phase of the car to determine the Ýnal part cost with different solutions. This model
is explained more in detail in chapter II - Customer service.
It is important to well deÝne the scope of the study by determining the
reinforcements that can be integrated with the tailor welded blanks. In the example
that we will follow throughout this chapter, the aim was to integrate the hinge
reinforcements of a front door. Normally tailor welded blanks are proposed instead
of a post-assembled solution of several stamped parts. As the aim is mostly to
obtain the same performance of the tailor welded blank, we can allow ourselves to
make a comparative study which enables us to get good results using generic load
cases and compare the performance of the two different solutions. In the case of
the door we are applying loads on different locations in the upper window frame.
The door stiffness is measured through displacements in critical points such as the
upper rear corner of the window frame. It is important to limit the deformations in
this point in order to prevent wind noise and door sagging.

a logistical point of view. Fewer parts to stamp means also reduction of stamping
tool investments and less space and fewer robots needed for the assembly
operations.
The continuous laser weld gives a better stiffness to the overall part as a perfect
interaction between the door sheet and the reinforcement is created, compared to
the conventional case with the reinforcement being spot-welded to the door panel
inner. This enables us to reduce not only the total thickness of the reinforcement
area but normally also the door inner panel itself by some 0.05 mm. This is the key
to lightweight doors with tailor welded blanks as hinge reinforcement is normally
bigger in terms of surface area than the post-assembled solution. A typical mass
reduction with doors in tailor welded blank amounts to around 1-2 kg/vehicle.
 Ý Í ñ dloru zhoghg eodqnv jhqhudwh ohvv vfuds gxulqj eodqnlqj
iru d iurqw grru lqqhu
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Tailor welded blank
Scrap

Nesting of tailor welded blank
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 Ý Î ñ ooxvwudwlrq ri jhqhulf grru xvhg lq wkh vwxg| dqg fruuhvsrqglqj wdloru zhoñ
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In this example, by integrating the hinge reinforcements with the door, the customer
saves one stamping and one assembly operation. This will have positive secondary
effects as there will be less tolerance deviations and no overlap for spot welding
which would improve corrosion resistance. Furthermore there will be fewer parts to
handle which will give cost advantages both from a stock capacity and
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2 200

1 500

Thickness 0.7 mm
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Thickness 1.75 mm
Steel grade
ArcelorMittal 04 HDG
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Thickness 1.5 mm
Steel grade
ArcelorMittal 04 HDG
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At equal service speciÝcations, the tailor welded blank concept also allows an even
bigger saving in material consumption as the nesting can be improved by the fact
that the door panel is cut in two. The reinforcement part can be very well nested
when two pieces are cut per tool stroke. Similarly, removing the front corner will
generate less scrap at the time it is cut from the coil (see Fig. 4)
 Ý Ï ñ hgxfwlrq lq wkh surfhvv vwhsv xvlqj wdloru zhoghg eodqnv
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Spot-welded, post-assembled parts subject to corrosion will require a sealing joint
to prevent corrosion in the gap between the sheets. The tailored welded blanks
solutions do not require this sealing as they are continuously butt-welded. The
cost impact of this corrosion protection can be considerable for parts with a large
circumference to be sealed (1Ú for two front doors).

Furthermore, fewer parts to be handled in the information systems will reduce
administrative costs.

Hinge reinforcement
Left & Right
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From a logistical point of view the customer will have less parts to handle in his
internal logistics. There will be less scrap generated by his processing as the parts are
already cut to shape before stamping. Normally the Ýnal dimensions are cut to shape
after the stamping but in some cases the customer demands the tailor welded blank
in the Ýnal net shape. In this case, this results in one less stamping operation and
thus in reduced investments.

As there are fewer parts to assemble when using tailor welded blanks, there will also
be less deviation in dimensional tolerances. This means reduced Ýnishing costs for
re-working.

Left

Coils

The blanking operations are performed by Tailored Blanks. This reduces the total
process time for the customer and shortens the time between cash out and cash in.
The working capital needed for the part is thus reduced.

Rs`lohmf

In the case of a door, the cost of the tailor welded blank itself can be up to 30%
more expensive than the cost of the coil material used for a conventional door.
As one blanking operation is avoided, the press operations and the coil stocks for the
parts can be completely eliminated. This is estimated to give a gain of about 5-10%
of the total cost of the complete part.
The stamping operations which can be avoided account for an additional 10
-15% reduction. The big gain is obtained by the fact that the number of assembly
operations is reduced. This gives a total reduction of the part price of approximately
20 -25%. All in all, the total saving of the Ýnished door will be between 5 and 20% or
1 to 4Ú/vehicle.
In the example of a front door inner the tailor welded blank allows us to stamp only
one part instead of stamping the door panel inner and the reinforcement separately.
Two stamping operations and two assembly operations are thus eliminated which
has a considerable impact on the total cost of the part, as can be seen in the Ýgure
above.
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ÌÝ hfkqlfdo gulyhuv
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The weight of steel versus alternative materials, however, remains an area of concern
for product engineering.

It allows the engineers to ÑtailorÒ the blank so that each of the steelÔs best attributes
- such as thickness, strength, coating, etc. - is located precisely where it is needed
within the part. This process not only reduces the weight of the Ýnished part, but it
can also be used for part integration, eliminating many reinforcements and stiffeners.

Stamping

Manufacturing process with tailor welded blanks

Various grades of steel, such as high strength steels, coated steels and drawing
quality grades, continue to offer a greater spectrum of solutions to automotive
requirements than any competing material.

This is why the tailor welded blanks concept, which consists of two or more separate
blanks combining the best properties offered by different steel grades, has proven
to be an efÝcient design solution to reduce the weight of the vehicle.

Typical part manufacturing process without tailor welded blanks

2a

ÌÝÊÝ hljkw uhgxfwlrq
Over the past decades, fuel efÝciency and safety as well as environmental concerns
have driven the automotive industry to continously reduce the weight of the body in
white of vehicles. The main tasks are to improve fuel efÝciency and reduce emissions
while improving the overall structure of vehicles for passenger comfort and safety.
In order to take the necessary steps to help reduce weight and costs, technical
alternatives in materials have been proposed and used for parts in the car body, but
none have shown the versatility of steel.
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kh jxuh vkrzv wkh orjlvwlfdo jdlqv dqg wkh uhgxfwlrq lq zrunlqj fdslwdo uhtxluhg
e| wkh wdloru zhoghg eodqn frqfhsw dv frpsduhg wr d frqyhqwlrqdo srvwñdvvhpeohg
vwuxfwxuh ri prqrolwklf sduwvÝ q wklv h{dpsohâ wkh wdloru zhoghg eodqn vroxwlrq uhvxowv
lq d frvw vdylqj ri ÎĖÝ

{dpsoh ri zhljkw uhgxfwlrq lq wkh fdvh ri d rru sdqhoÞ
Floor panels in cars are made of tailor welded blanks mainly in order to reduce
weight, but also to allow signiÝant cost reduction. Two concepts usually exist
depending on the position of the gearbox for rear or front wheel drive. Either the
reinforcements are integrated with the tunnel area by means of two longitudinal
weld seams in the case of the central panel or they overlap the area of the closing
plates for cross members in a rear Þoor panel by means of one or two transversal
weld seams. In another design, the dash panel function can be integrated with a
tailor welded blanks solution by using two sub-blanks with a transversal welded
seam.
 Ý Ñ ñ zr rru sdqhov lq wdloru zhoghg eodqnv ri gliihuhqw frqjxudwlrqv
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The weight saving is not only due to the reduced thickness of the base blank plus
the reinforcement, but also to the global thickness reduction of both blanks resulting
from the stiffness contribution of the continuous weld. The concept of a tailored
welded blank can usually achieve a thickness reduction up to 13% compared to a
monolithic post-assembled structure with overlap. In the case of a tailored welded
blanks solution for a tunnel with two longitudinal weld seams, the weight reduction
on the blank can reach about 17% for the blank and 15% on the Ýnished part. In
total, this gives a weight reduction of more than 3 kg/vehicle.
 Ý Ò ñ rpsdulvrq ri zhljkw dqg vwliiqhvv ri d     ehwzhhq wdloru zhoghg
eodqnv dqg d frqyhqwlrqdo prqrolwklf vroxwlrq
Bending stiffness
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Tailor welded blank

100

80

Mass
80

90

100

Compared with the reference (basis 100 in weight and bending stiffness), the use of
tailor welded blanks results in:
ı 13% weight saving for the same stiffness.
ı 17% increase in bending stiffness for the same weight.
A second contribution of the continuous weld is the fact that the overlap between
the blanks, which is needed for spot welding, is not necessary. This offers an
additional weight advantage for the laser weld line of about 0.235 kg per weld line
(thickness 1.0 mm, overlap 20 mm, weld line 1500 mm) (see Fig. 10).

 Ý ÊÓ ñ dvhu wdloruhg eodqnv dyrlg ryhuodsslqj zhog vhdpv

Overlap of approx. 20 mm

Butt laser weld line without any overlap

There are still a lot of other parts in the body in white where weight reductions are
possible, as for example the body side inner. Studies within ArcelorMittal show an
overall weight reduction potential of about 35 kg. However, the weight reduction
achieved depends ultimately on the level of function integration and thus early coengineering.
 Ý ÊÊ ñ krfn wrzhu
{dpsoh ri zhljkw uhgxfwlrq lq wkh fdvh ri wkh vkrfn wrzhuÞ
Shock towers in cars are mainly used with a very high thickness
or an additional reinforcement on the top of the tower. This area
of the part needs to be thick in order to support the high loads
induced by the front suspension. Using a patchwork solution for
this part not only offers better in-service behavior due to reduced
play between the two main parts, but also offers a considerable
weight reduction potential of up to 25% (depending on the design
of the part). This can result in a weight reduction of about
1.5 kg/vehicle.
ÌÝËÝ dihw| lpsuryhphqw
Over the last ten years, passive vehicle safety has been an increasingly important
criterion and consumer tests are now more demanding than regulatory requirements
(EuroNCAP). The tailor welded blank technology and the new Advanced High
Strength Steels (AHSS) that have been introduced on the market have enabled
automakers to improve passive safety without increasing the mass of the body in
white.
A study covering six different vehicles in two successive generations shows that
automakers have taken these technologies on board.
A 1997 model vehicle using two tailor welded blanks and some 5% AHSS only
received a three-star rating. Its successor, with 14 tailored welded blanks and 45%
AHSS, obtained Ýve stars when it was introduced to the market in 2004.
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Tailored Blanks now offers tailor welded blanks made of Ultra High Strength Steels
(UHSS), further increasing the potential for improving safety while reducing vehicle
mass. More UHSS steels can be employed when tailor welded blanks are used
instead of monolithic post-assembled solutions in the following cases:
ı UHSS steels used in areas where formability requirements are not too stringent
and more formable steels can be used in more complex areas such as the
underbody assembly of a B-pillar, which requires high formability.
ı UHSS grades and optimized thicknesses in parts subjected to different local loads
(longitudinal beam at the bottom of the underbody, subjected to high loading only
in the front part).
ı UHSS steels welded to HSS or stamping quality steels to manage crash energy
(front and rear longitudinal beam).
ÌÝËÝÊÝ udvk uhvlvwdqfh ri orqjlwxglqdo ehdpv pdgh ri wdloru zhoghg eodqnv
To assess the advantages of using tailor welded blanks in structural parts, crash
tests were carried out on double omega type spot-welded samples taken as
representative of longitudinal-beam type safety parts (Fig. 13). The length of the
samples was set at 300 mm in all cases. Tests carried out at average speed (24 kph)
were performed by means of a drop hammer, while tests at high speed (56 kph)
were carried out by means of a pneumatic catapult.

ÌÝËÝËÝ udvk whvw dqdo|vlv
In this type of test, the focus is on three criteria:
ı yhudoo exfnolqj uhvlvwdqfhÞ the regularity of fold pattern ensures that the risk of
global buckling is considerably reduced.
ı qhuj| devruswlrqÞ this is the main purpose of these parts. Consequently, average
force - which is multiplied by crushing strain to compute the theoretical energy
absorbed - is a key Ýnding. The initial peak force, taken as the maximum force to
which the structure is subjected, is a crucial variable in structural part design.
ı hfkdqlfdo vwuhqjwk ri mrlqwvÞ joint failure and metal tearing can lead to overall
buckling of the structure.
ÌÝËÝÌÝ hoghg orqjlwxglqdo ehdp fuxvklqj surfhvv
In butt-welded structures, the crushing process is perfectly sequential (see Fig. 14).
 Ý ÊÍ ñ uxvklqj ri exwwñzhoghg orqjlwxglqdo ehdpv

A variety of assemblies were tested; materials were selected in such a way as to
assess the relative effects of thicknesses and mechanical properties.
The longitudinal beams tested were assemblies of two materials. A deÝnition of the
Ñductile zoneÒ concept will facilitate understanding of the test descriptions given
below: the ductile zone is that part of the longitudinal beam which is made of the
material with either the lowest thickness or - at equivalent thickness - the lowest
mechanical strength, with the rest of the beam making up the Ñstrong zoneÒ.

The ductile zone is the zone that is crushed Ýrst. A fold forms and it is then crushed
until a second fold forms, and so on. Only when the entire ductile zone has been
crushed does the strong zone begin in turn to absorb the remaining energy.
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ÌÝËÝÍÝ yhudoo exfnolqj uhvlvwdqfh
Since the welded beam behaves like two independent beams that are separately
subjected to impact, the buckling length of the part is reduced when tailor welded
blanks are used. Consequently, reducing part buckling length considerably reduces
the risk of plastiÝcation nodes.
In fact, butt-welded longitudinal beams exhibit very stable crushing behavior,
thus limiting the overall buckling phenomenon. This is a major advantage of the
technology.
The purpose of the tailor welded blank is to avoid overall buckling. This means
that the mechanical characteristics and, more importantly, the thicknesses of the
longitudinal beam can be optimized, which in turn optimizes energy absorption.
 Ý ÊÎ
rqyhqwlrqdo prqrolwklf
srvwñdvvhpeohg orqjlwxglqdo ehdpÞ
ryhudoo exfnolqj

dloru zhoghg eodqn ehdpÞ fuxvklqj lv
olplwhg dqg vwdeoh lq wkh gxfwloh }rqhâ
wkxv uhgxflqj ryhudoo exfnolqj

ÌÝËÝÏÝ shflf urohv ri wkh odvhu zhog
To determine the inÞuence of the laser weld, we crash-tested welded longitudinal
beams with the same material on both sides of the weld. We compared the results
with those obtained in tests of monolithic beams made of the same material.
Two points should be noted:
ı kh suhvhqfh ri wkh zhog stiffens the beam and thus increases its resistance
to elastic buckling. This gives it better stability and thus enables it to form more
folds and absorb a larger amount of energy.
ı kh srvlwlrq ri wkh zhog does not modify the average crushing force because
the differences noted in peak force entail a very small difference in energy
absorbed. Conversely, if the weld is in the fold, there is a local increase in force in
the order of 10%.
ÌÝËÝÐÝ h| lghdv wr eh qrwhg
ı Passive safety applications are particularly suitable for tailor welded blanks.
ı Tailor welded blanks make it possible to reduce the risk of overall buckling of
structures and to achieve optimum energy absorption. Figure 15 illustrates this
aspect.
ı It is thereby possible to eliminate certain stiffeners and to substantially reduce
structure weight.
ı To obtain the Ñtailor welded blankÒ beneÝt, it is essential that the assemblies are
made up of materials of sufÝciently differentiated grades and thicknesses.
ı When this is the case, welded structures behave as independent parts.
ı No problem of laser weld strength in extreme conditions was detected.
In the chapter on applications a detailed example is given of a rail that shows a 17%
potential for light weighting by using tailor welded blanks and AHSS steels with the
same intrusion values as the monolithic steel reference part.
The tailor welded blank technology, when used in conjunction with steels of even
higher mechanical strength, holds out major prospects for achieving optimum tradeoffs between a high degree of passive safety and mass savings.

ÌÝËÝÎÝ hfkdqlfdo vwuhqjwk ri zhogv lq h{wuhph frqglwlrqv
To assess the strength of the laser weld under extreme conditions, tests were
carried out on a variety of cold rolled steel assemblies at 56 kph.Whatever the
conÝguration, there is no failure of the weld or even cracks in the base metal in
the vicinity of the weld, especially within the folds that undergo severe expansion
deformation.
These tests demonstrate that the presence of a laser weld within a safety structure
does not entail any particular risk of tearing under current crash test standards.
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The most recent evolution in car body design is combining both levers and making
tailor welded blanks in AHSS (see Fig.16).

ÍÝ qqrydwlyh wdloruhg eodqnv vroxwlrqv
ÍÝÊÝ gydqfhg ljk wuhqjwk whhov õö
To improve the crash resistance even further and reduce the weight, ArcelorMittal
today offers tailor welded blanks in combination with the full range of Advanced
High Strength Steels (AHSS).
With an increased competition on the automotive market, new solutions must be
provided at no or very limited extra cost.
Tailor welded blanks present in most cases an economical advantage as they allow
integration of local reinforcements. Thus the number of parts to be stamped
and later on assembled is reduced, which leads to lower overall costs and fewer
dimensional tolerance deviations. In parts with complex geometry such as body sides
or wheel houses, the scrap optimization alone often justiÝes the use of tailor welded
blanks. In safety parts such as rails or pillars the use of tailor welded blanks allows
to localize deformations in case of crash to predeÝned zones where the intrusion
presents the lowest danger to the passengers.
The same arguments that are used for tailor welded blanks as compared to
conventional solutions for mild steels are valid for AHSS. In fact, the more expensive
the steel, the more advantageous it is to Ýnd an efÝcient nesting solution that
reduces the material engaged to produce the part or the more important it is to use
the high strength grades only where it is necessary. A tailor welded blank with AHSS
and drawing steels allows for instance to combine the strength necessary in the
middle with the formability requirements in the upper and lower parts of a B-pillar.

> (see 4-Ýeld matrix clockwise) The cost advantages of tailor welded blanks
become even more advantageous by using AHSS. Material nesting becomes
more important with increasing material prices and AHSS allows more function
integration.
> (see 4-Ýeld matrix counter clockwise) ArcelorMittal offers today a wide range of
AHSS. The same advantages known for tailor welded blanks in mild steel can be
enhanced by using AHSS.
ArcelorMittal has developed a range of AHSS that can be laser welded without any
additional heat treatments. This is important as it allows an efÝcient production of
tailor welded blanks without signiÝcant increase in cycle times that have a direct
inÞuence on the production cost. The aim has in the Ýrst place been to provide
weldable grades at each strength level of product families of Dual phase, TRIP and
Multiphase.
Erichsen, longitudinal tensile and U-bending tests have been performed to conÝrm
the weldability of these grades. The characteristics of the tests are described more
in detail in the feasibility studies in chapter II.
The Ýgure below shows the actual weldability of different grade combinations.
 Ý ÊÐ ñ hogdelolw| ri  judgh frpelqdwlrqv õ qgxvwuldoo| dydlodeohö

The tailor welded blanks solution even offers a third advantage of reducing cost
because of lower engaged material and function integration.
 Ý ÊÏ ñ rwhqwldo rswlpl}dwlrq iru sduwv e| xvlqj wkh wdloru zhoghg eodqn frqfhsw
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The combination of press hardened steel (PHS) and LWB technology is a great
opportunity to develop numerous parts taking beneÝts from both concepts:
ı On one hand, Usibor¨ 1500P as a press hardened steel fulÝls two main
functionalities: weight saving and safety improvement. Thanks to its outstanding
mechanical properties after hot stamping, weight reduction up to 50% can be
reached when compared with an High Strength Steel
ı On the other hand, LWB technology offers another substantial potential for weight
saving, vehicle safety improvement while reducing overall productions costs at the
same time, thanks to: parts integration, blanking, stamping and post-assembling
operations reduction and better material consumption with improved sub-blanks
cutting lay-outs

Objectives of both technological and product developments in the Ýeld of hotstamped LaserWelded Blanks jointly carried out by ArcelorMittal and Tailored Blanks
was to be able to deliver innovative, fully functional and reliable solutions that
will especially fulÝl their strong expectations in terms of weight savings for BIW
structural applications, without cost penalty.
ÍÝËÝËÝ xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓÞ d frpsohphqwdu| pdwhuldo iru d frpsohwh
ñedvhg  wrro nlw
In order to increase the number of applications
for PHS-based LWB there was a need to develop
a new steel grade, for the most demanding
vleruĨ ÊÎÓÓ
energy absorption areas. The principal
development targets for this PHS were to offer
a relatively high level of maximum elongation
and mechanical characteristics on the parts,
while guarantying the necessary robustness
of mechanical properties obtained after hotstamping.
xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ
The successful development of Ductibor¨ 500P
allows designers to consider all types of crash
related parts, even the most demanding ones in
terms of energy absorption capabilities such as front or rear rails.

ÍÝËÝÊÝ  ghglfdwhg zhoglqj surfhvv
Laser welding of Usibor¨ 1500P and Ductibor¨ 500P Ï which are both
aluminium-silicon (AlSi) coated products Ï requires speciÝc care to reach optimum
performances. Indeed, with a standard welding process, AlSi coating dilution occurs
in molten zone leading to creation of intermetallic phases and modiÝcation of cooling
diagrams in that area: the in-use properties of the LWB can be strongly degraded.

The illustration on the right side presents the behavior of a B-pillar reinforcement
made out of Usibor¨ 1500P and Ductibor¨ 500P, during a side impact. The lower
area made out of Ductibor¨ 500P will deform in a fully controlled manner ensuring
the right crash management and the necessary energy absorption.

In this context, a dedicated process has been developed to allow a full and safe use
of coated PHS-based LWB for crash applications: then after hot-forming the part
is fully functional (fulÝlling all customer speciÝcations such as minimum strength
and elongation in the various areas), with high energy absorption capabilities and no
failure in the weld.

The principal development targets for this PHS were to offer a relatively high level of
maximum elongation and mechanical characteristics on the parts, while guarantying
the necessary robustness of mechanical properties obtained after hot-stamping as
seen on Ýgure below (Þow curve is also presented):

As the Laser seam never appears to be the weakest point, design can be carried out
the same way as for the regular cold stamped LWB. This dedicated process has also
been designed to keep long term properties like corrosion behavior close to the weld
line at an optimal level.

 Ý ÊÒ ñ qxhqfh ri txhqfklqj vshhg rq
xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ phfkdqlfdo fkdudfwhulvwlfv rewdlqhg diwhu krw vwdpslqj
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 Ý ÊÑ ñ rpsdulvrq ehwzhhq frqyhqwlrqdo dqg reoh ghglfdwhg zhoglqj surfhvv
iru vleruĨ ÊÎÓÓ edvhg 
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ÍÝËÝ vleruĨ ÊÎÓÓ dqg xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ ñ qqrydwlyh rwñwdpshg dvhu hoghg
odqn roxwlrqv iru zhljkw vdylqjv dqg lpsuryhg fudvkzruwklqhvv
Usibor¨1 500P based laser-welded blanks (LWB) appear as an innovative optimal
solution for crash management, as it combines the advantages of both hot-stamped
steels and tailoredÏblanks technology. Today, in combination with Usibor¨1 500P, a
brand new steel called Ductibor¨ 500P has been designed for the most demanding
energy absorption areas. It is then possible to tremendously widen the number of
applications for hot-stamped LWB parts.

Strength (MPa)

22

Thanks to lower carbon content of Ductibor¨ 500P, dilution occurs in molten zone
during welding: this area ensures a smooth transition zone between the two blanks
as shown on the Ýgure below.

 Ý ËÊñ rwhqwldo dvhu hoghg odqn dssolfdwlrqv pdgh rxw ri vleruĨ ÊÎÓÓ
dqg xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ

25
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Pillars
Rear rails

 Ý ËÓñ dugqhvv suroh iru vleruĨÊÎÓÓ ð xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ 
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xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ riihuv wkh vdph urexvwqhvv uhjduglqj krwñvwdpslqj surfhvv sdudñ
phwhuv dv wkh rqh douhdg| nqrzq iru vleruĨ ÊÎÓÓÝ
Analyzing a body in white (BIW), various parts appear to be good candidates to get
beneÝts from PHS-based LWB solutions. Potential applications are composed of
some typical PHS monolithic parts as B-pillars and new parts, especially front and
rear rails that have never been hot stamped.

hdu udlo fdvh vwxg|
For this proposal the objective is weight reduction. The most part of the rail is
made-out of coated-PHS with a rear area made-out of Ductibor¨ 500P for energy
absorption during the crash
 Ý ËË ñ rpsdulvrq ehwzhhq frqyhqwlrqdo dqg lqqrydwlyh vleruĨ ÊÎÓÓ ð
xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ  vroxwlrqv iru d uhdu udlo

Reference
Tailored Blanks proposal

1

For those parts, energy absorption by plastic deformation in limited area requirement
Ï already existing in the lower area of B-pillar Ï is even more a critical issue. This is
now possible thanks to the new PHS Ductibor¨ 500P and its elongation capabilities.
The combination of this material with Usibor¨ 1500P in a LWB concept allows an
enlargement of hot-stamped applications.
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ÍÝËÝÌÝ udvk uhvlvwdqfh ri vleruĨ ÊÎÓÓ ð xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ  vroxwlrqv
Usibor¨ 1500P / Ductibor¨ 500P based innovative LWB solutions have been fully
characterised in order to validate their functional behavior, and make available
towards our customers all necessary information for them to be able to consider
implementation either in a pre-project or car project phase.
 Ý ËÌ ñ kdudfwhulvdwlrq ri fudvk uhvlvwdqfh ri vleruĨ ÊÎÓÓ ð xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ
 vroxwlrqv hlwkhu lq h{lrq õohiw kdqg vlghö ru lq frpsuhvvlrq õuljkw kdqg vlghö

ÎÝ whho judghv iru dssolfdwlrqv
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ArcelorMittal has a wide range of steel grades that allow the design engineer
to choose the steel grade with the most appropriate strength and formability
properties to meet the requirements of the application. The tailor welded blanks give
further freedom to the design engineer who will be able to Ýne tune the properties
not only on the part level but also between different zones in the same part.
 Ý ËÍ ñ urgxfw udqjh ri ufhoru lwwdo xwr dqg sursrvdov iru dssolfdwlrqv
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ı No failure in the weld during crush @16m/s
ı Good stability of the structure
ı Ductibor¨ 500P deforms: energy absorption
ı Usibor¨ 1500P does not deform: anti-intrusion
ı Ductibor¨ 500P exhibit energy absorption performances similar to
a DualPhase 600
In addition, all kind of mechanical characterisations (such as high-speed tensile
tests, Hopkinson barsÉ) have been carried out on Ductibor¨ 500P so that complete
datasheet and material card are available for designers, to especially implement them
into Crash code for numerical simulation
The Usibor¨ 1500P / Ductibor¨ 500P LWB is an advanced and robust concept for
both pillar and rail applications, fully functional, with all necessary data available.
It is a powerful tool for BIW optimisation in terms of weight, performance and cost
all together.
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ÏÝ ssolfdwlrqv

ÏÝÊÝ rruv
The main driver for using tailor welded blanks in doors is cost saving even
though some weight reduction is often possible as well. By integrating the hinges
reinforcement a considerable cost saving is possible. Sometimes it is also possible
to integrate reinforcements for mirror, lock, anti intrusion beams and window frame
stiffeners.

Tailor welded blanks are used in a multitude of applications in the automotive
industry. The most common are mentioned in Figure 25 and will be described in
this chapter. Many of the applications, for example B-pillars, can be used both as
reinforcements or as closing plates.

 Ý ËÏ ñ zr gliihuhqw wdloru zhoghg eodqnv frqjxudwlrqv wr lqwhjudwh ydulrxv
uhlqirufhphqw ri wkh grru lqqhu

The descriptions aim at giving the design engineers ideas that can be further
discussed with the development engineers of Tailored Blanks.
Tailored Blanks has developed business cases for all these applications in order to
demonstrate the economical beneÝt.
 Ý ËÎ ñ kh prvw frpprq dssolfdwlrqv iru wdloru zhoghg eodqnv

B-pillar

Rear rails

A-pillar
Front fender inner

Roof reinforcement
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Shock
tower
Side
member

Cross member

dloru zhoghg eodqnv duh xvhg iru iurqw dv zhoo dv uhdu grruvÝ ru iurqw grruv erwk
olqhdu dqg qrqñolqhdu wdloru zhoghg eodqnv duh frpprqÝ

Wheel house
Body side

Engine cradle
cross member

 Ý ËÐ ñ hiwÞ iurqw grru lqqhu zlwk olqhdu zhogâ
uljkwÞ iurqw grru lqqhu zlwk qrqñolqhdu zhog

Seat cross
member

Increased stiffness
contribution

Front rail

Bumper
reinforcement

Rear door
Tunnel
reinforcement

Lighter finished part
Less visible weld
line in finished part

No nesting
losses

Front door
Floor panel

Less weld
displacement
during stamping

Advantages with a linear weld:
> Lower cost of the tailor
welded blanks.
> Stiffness contribution to the
upper window frame.

>
>
>
>

Advantages with a non-linear weld:
Weld line less visible.
Less weight of the Ýnished part.
Water tightness.
Stamping feasibility as the weld line is
perpendicular to the edge of the tailor
welded blank and thus aligned with the
material Þow during stamping.
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For rear doors it is common to use non-linear welds as the reinforcement can be
limited to the lower area of the door where the hinges are located. The rear door is
also much higher in the area of the hinges than a front door and the cost impact of
an extended reinforcement is therefore more important. There is also less potential
to integrate other reinforcements.
 Ý ËÑ ñ |slfdo uhdu grru eodqn

ÏÝËÝ looduv
Both A- and B-pillar can be made of tailor welded blanks. In the case of A-pillars,
the main driver is the cost, as tailor welded blanks allow the combination of efÝcient
nestings on one hand and few stamping operations on the other. In order to stamp
as few parts as possible, the A-pillar lower can be welded to either the A-pillar upper
or to the front fender. Such a part as a monolithic blank is expensive as material yield
would be far too low (see also front fender application in Fig. 32).
 Ý ÌÓ ñ ñsloodu orzhu dqg xsshu

Sash doors are made by linear
tailor welded blanks and are often
stamped in pairs. This is a cost
efÝcient solution from the tailor
welded blanks point of view as the
nesting is simple and the weld cycle
is often easy to optimize.

Roof rail
A-pillar upper
reinforcement
Front fender
inner

A-pillar lower
reinforcement

 Ý ËÒ ñ dvk grru eodqn
Post assembled
window frame
No nesting losses,
efficient welding

The most common solution is one
weld doors but in some cases a
tailor welded blank composed of
three blanks is used in order to
stiffen also the rear area of the door
(see Fig. 25). This is the case when
reinforcements are needed along
the rear side of the door. Another
way is to integrate only the lock
reinforcement by means of a local
patchwork which is spot-welded
on the laser welded blank. This is a
weight and cost efÝcient solution as
another stamped part is removed.

The weight of the door can be reduced despite the bigger reinforced area than
in the monolithic post-assembled case. This is possible as there is a continuous
weld between the reinforcement and the door sheet. This weld gives a stiffness
contribution as the interaction between the two parts becomes perfect and the
door sheet thickness can thus be reduced.

Tailor welded blanks for B-pillars are a cost efÝcient way to obtain a good crash
management. Crash management means localizing deformations to areas where
they do not put the drivers or the passengers in danger as well as reducing the
deformation speed. Deformations are necessary to absorb energy and in the case of
a B-pillar the idea is to create a deformation node in the bottom of the pillar where
the intrusion will not have lethal consequences. In this case the idea is to reduce the
overall intrusion depth to avoid severe injuries. The maximum intrusion should be
localized below the pelvis zone and at a minimum speed (see Fig. 31).
 Ý ÌÊ ñ

rqrolwklf dqg wdloru zhoghg eodqn ghirupdwlrq }rqhv ri d ñsloodu

Usibor¨ 1500P
1,9 mm

Ductibor¨ 500P
1,6 mm with
(thickness
optimised for
crashworthiness)

r ulvn
ri uxswxuh
ă orzhulqj
wkh srlqw
ri pd{lpxp
lqwuxvlrq

Mass saving/vehicle: 1.0 kg

wudlqv duh orfdol}hg dw wkh erwwrp sduw ri ñslooduâ lq wkh xfwleruĨ ÎÓÓ duhdÝ
The crash management is achieved through a reinforcement in the case of monolithic
post-assembled solution. The most cost efÝcient tailor welded blank solutions are
those where both the material thickness and the grades are varied and it can be
managed to avoid an additional reinforcement.
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Current car generations have B-pillars made of hot-stamped parts. This is perfectly
compatible with the recent evolution of tailor welded blanks technology. The stiff
central part is in this case made of Usibor¨ 1500P, an aluminized boron steel with a
tensile strength of 1500 MPa, and the lower part is made of the softer Ductibor¨
500P material that allows the creation of a plastic hinge in case of crash. The
Ductibor¨ 500P material is a microalloyed steel that preserves well its properties
after the hotstamping. The Ductibor¨ 500P material is of course aluminized in order
to avoid shot blasting of the Ýnished part which is both costly and detrimental for
the dimensional tolerances.
The tailor welded blanks shape will depend on the number of parts to be produced.
For low volume cars (< 50 kv/yr) it is important to keep the investments low. In this
case it is favourable to make simple shapes like rectangular or trapezoidal blanks.
This will generate some more scrap than optimized cut-to-shape blanks but as
the volume is low, the higher material consumption will be less costly than the tool
investment. For big runners on the other hand, the tool cost per part is low and we
need to make the most efÝcient nesting as possible in order to minimize the material
consumption (see also the chapter on nesting).
The elimination of the overlap for spot welding eliminates a moisture trap and also
reduces the weight of the part. A differentiation of the coating is possible as the
corrosion resistance requirements are more severe in the lower area.

ÏÝÌÝ urqw ihqghu lqqhu
Tailor welded blanks for front fenders allow weight saving as the thickness of the
part can be differentiated. If the part participates in the crash management, which
is especially advantageous for small vehicles where the space for front module is
limited, it may be useful to vary the grades as well. In this case, the front part will be
used as a deformation zone exactly as in the case of the rails, and will probably be in
a thicker sheet to provide stiffness in the anti-intrusion area of the front structure.

ÏÝÍÝ dlov dqg vlgh phpehuv
Rail structures are a very common tailor welded blank application as the variation of
grade and thickness allows a very cost efÝcient crash management.
Both front and rear rails and also closing plates are made in tailor welded blanks in
order to have consistency between the parts. A big advantage with tailor welded
blanks in crash parts is the robustness of the solution. As the parts are butt-welded
to each other, the load transfer will be made butt to butt and not by means of
shearing of spot-welds. Any dimensional deviation of a spot-welded assembly may
also give variations to the behavior of the part. Furthermore, the laser butt-welded
solution is more robust as the angle of the load may vary.
Tailor welded blanks are also used to reduce the number of parts in the rail structure
(see Fig. 33). This will give shorter tolerance chains and a better reproducibility of
the rail structure geometry.
 Ý ÌÌ ñ lfwxuh ri jhqhulf udlo vwuxfwxuh zlwk Ñ sduwv iru prqrolwklf dqg Í iru wdloru
zhoghg eodqnv ldjudp vkrzlqj wkh lqwuxvlrq ghswk lq wkh duhd ri wkh gdvk sdqho
dffruglqj wr wkh zhljkw ri wkh udlo iru wkh gliihuhqw vroxwlrqv
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Furthermore, the front fender can also be combined with the A-pillar. This is
particularly interesting for small vehicles where the parts can be combined in one
tailor welded blank without penalizing the cost due to unefÝcient nestings that
would be the case without tailor welded blanks.
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The central part of the B-pillar is made of a thick plate with very high strength to
provide a stiff part with limited deformations. The upper and lower part will be
subjected to difÝcult stamping requirements. Hence, for these parts a softer grade
that meets these requirements is chosen.

32

As there is no overlap between the parts, the weight of the part is reduced and the
corrosion resistance is improved. The rail consists of a deformation zone where the
intrusion is used to absorb energy. In this area a relatively softer grade (TS = 600
MPa) will be used with a limited thickness. Behind the deformation zone there will be
a stiffer zone made of steel with a tensile strength in the range of 800 -1000 MPa
and a higher thickness to transfer the loads through the car and absorb energy of
high speed crash to avoid intrusion in passenger compartment.
Rear rails and closing plates are often stamped in two parts (left and right) per
stroke to reduce cost.

ÏÝÎÝ hdu zkhho krxvh
Wheel houses are often made of tailor welded blanks to integrate the suspension
reinforcement for the rear wheel. This allows the car maker to save one part which
leads to gains in stamping, assembly, sealing, logistics and parts administration. The
reinforced part can be made of High Strength Steel, which is normally not needed
for the rest of the wheel house. By this approach the steel cost is kept to a minimum
and the steel grades can be optimized in each area depending on its forming
requirements.

ÏÝÏÝ dvk sdqho
The aim of the tailor welded blanks is to integrate the reinforcements for the pedals
and in some cases the closing plate for one of the cross members that supports
the part. The main driver of the tailor welded blank solution is to reduce cost as the
number of parts to be stamped is reduced with less assembly cost as a subsequent
beneÝt.
The continuous weld enables thickness reductions as the interaction between the
parts is perfect. However, the reinforcements often become big if the welding
costs should be kept reasonable which limits the weight reduction potential of the
application.
If weight is a major concern it may be interesting to explore a patchwork solution
that will also give a cost beneÝt as the number of stamping and assembly operations
is reduced.
 Ý ÌÎ ñ dvk sdqho zlwk shgdo uhlqirufhphqwv lqwhjudwlrq õö dqg zlwk lqwhjudwlrq
ri furvv phpehu forvlqj sodwh õö
A

B

 Ý ÌÍ ñ khho krxvh zlwk vxvshqvlrq uhlqirufhphqw lqwhjudwlrq
Tailor welded blanks in wheel
houses allow weight savings
thanks to the continuous weld
that gives a perfect interaction
between the reinforcement and
the wheel house sheet. This
keeps the total thickness down
to a minimum for all parts of the
wheel house and thus the total
part weight can be optimized.
Wheel houses are often stamped in two parts (left and right) per stroke. Nesting of
monolithic wheel houses for high volumes cars where the engaged material should
be kept as low as possible can sometimes be quite difÝcult.
When cost is the main driver, the wheel house can be conceived as a patch solution.
By adding the reinforcement to the wheel house before the stamping, the complete
part can be stamped in one operation avoiding a separate stamping operation for the
reinforcement and the subsequent assembly of the two parts.

ÏÝÐÝ rg| vlgh lqqhu
The tailor welded blanks concept has an important cost saving potential for body
side inners. For a body side, a number of parts such as A-pillar lower and upper,
B-pillar, roof rail, sill and the C-pillar, can be replaced by one single large tailor welded
blank. As the part can be cut up into small subblanks, the nesting will be as good
as in the monolithic post-assembled case. In fact the weight can be even further
reduced as the overlaps for spot welding can be removed and the continuous weld
lines give a perfect interaction between the parts. Furthermore, thickness reductions
may even be possible.
The cost saving potential is huge as the number of stamping- and assembly
operations is considerably reduced. The thickness and the grades of the various
parts are differentiated to give the same performance as for post-assembled,
monolithic parts.
There are often as many as six welds in a body side inner and the part is produced
efÝciently on non-linear machines. With Tailored Blanks technology, all welds are
produced in one weld cycle in order to get closer dimensional tolerances which is a
prerequisite for good weld quality and in order to keep the costs low.
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 Ý ÌÑ ñ hvwlqj edvhg rq   li zuds grruv duh xvhg

 Ý ÌÏ ñ {dpsoh ri erg| vlgh zlwk qhvwlqj vroxwlrq
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2.0 mm

1.5 mm
2.0 mm

ÏÝÑÝ rg| vlgh rxwhu
Body side outers in tailor welded blanks present both weight and cost advantages if
conceived in the right way. The tailor welded blanks allow the use of non-exposed
ExtragalTM sheet where the body side is not visible behind the doors in the B-pillar
and A-pillar and in the sill where a weld can be accepted. This gives the beneÝt of the
cost difference between exposed and non-exposed ExtragalTM for more than half
of the body side panel.
The yield of a body side panel is normally around 20-40 %. If cut up into sub-blanks
this yield rate can be increased considerably (up to 60 %) which will reduce the
cost of the engaged material. By varying the thickness of the body side, we can
furthermore integrate A- and B-pillar reinforcements in the body side outer in order
to work with a two layers pillar instead of three parts.
A key to reduce the engaged material is to be able to cover welds somewhere along
the roof rail. This is traditionally made with wrap over doors. The weld seam is then
only visible as the door is open which has been considered acceptable given the gains
provided by this concept.

ÏÝÒÝ hdw furvv phpehu
Seat cross members are a suitable application for patchworks. Reinforcements
are needed locally where the seat bolts are attached to the seats in order to avoid
punching of the bolts in case of a crash. Furthermore, to reduce the weight to a
minimum the part can be made in UHSS with an additional reinforcement also made
of UHSS. There are practically no limitations to the grade as the part is normally not
subjected to any difÝcult stamping but simple bending.
In order to save a stamping operation the reinforcement can be spot-welded to the
cross member before stamping as a patchwork tailor welded blank.
Compared to a monolithic structure with the necessary thickness of the whole cross
member, the patch solution does not present a considerable economic advantage
but a weight reduction of 20% at no extra cost.
 Ý ÌÒ ñ hdw furvv phpehu
3

Bnlo`qhrnm

 Ý ÌÐ ñ hwdlo ri zuds ryhu grru fryhulqj zhog vhdp
0.44 kg
(20%)

2

Weld hidden by wrap-over door

1

KVA
hm@GRR

In the ArcelorMittal Body Concept car from ArcelorMittal Auto, a weld seam is
hidden by a cover plate on the C-pillar and by the fender in the front which is
another possibility of achieving a high esthetic value of the body side outer.

ÏÝÊÓÝ urvv phpehu
Cross members are made in tailor welded blanks to reduce the weight if the same
thickness of the part is not necessary all across the vehicle. In some cases the
thickness can be reduced if AHSS is used for the central part of a cross member.
A steel with better forming properties can then be used in the extremities of the
cross member where the stamping is sometimes complex.

ÏÝÊÊÝ xpshu ehdp
Tailor welded blanks are used in bumper beams for crash management purposes.
The idea is to make a stiff centre part and softer extremities in order to create two
deformation nodes instead of one and thus limit the maximum intrusion depth. By
this approach, the thickness can be considerably reduced in the extremities whereas
the centre part is kept thicker. This results in a weight reduction potential of 25%.
ÏÝÊËÝ orru sdqho
Floor panels in tailor welded blanks give a good opportunity to reduce both weight
and cost. The idea is to integrate reinforcements either for the tunnel resulting in
a tailor welded blank with two longitudinal weld seams (central Þoor panel), or for
the closing plates for cross members resulting in a tailor welded blank with one or
two transverse welds (central and rear Þoor panel). Furthermore, it is possible to
reinforce the front part to prevent intrusion in the case of crash (front Þoor panel).
The weight saving comes from the stiffness contribution of a continuous weld
allowing not only to decrease the total thickness of base blank plus reinforcement
when going to a tailor welded blank but also the thickness of the whole base blank
as the interaction between the reinforced area and the rest of the Þoor is perfect.
A reduction of some 0.05 mm in the entire Þoor normally compensates normally for
the fact that the reinforcements are local. The total thickness of the reinforced area
is of course reduced as the monolithic post-assembled structure depends on the
interaction created by the spot-welds which is far from optimum.
The continuous laser weld is guaranteed perfectly waterproof and the tailor welded
blanks provide an enhanced corrosion protection without any costly mastic sealers
which are necessary for multicomponent Þoor panels.
As the total steel consumption is reduced and as the number of stamping and
subsequent assembly operations are reduced, the economic gains with a Þoor panel
in tailor welded blanks are considerable.
Nesting is often quite favourable as the Þoor panel is composed of several
rectangular or trapezoidal parts. Due to stamping constraints nesting gains will
be limited for more complex parts given the size of the Þoor panel subblanks.
 Ý ÍÓ ñ orru sdqho lq prqrolwklf srvwñdvvhpeohg eodqnv dqg wzr h{dpsohv
ri ixqfwlrq lqwhjudwlrq zlwk wdloru zhoghg eodqnv
Integration
of tunnel
reinforcements
nts

Integration
mber
of cross member
closing plate

ÏÝÊÌÝ krfn rzhu
Shock towers in patchworks combine the two beneÝts of monolithic shock towers
that are cost efÝcient and shock towers with a reinforcement in the top area that are
favourable from a weight point of view.
The patchwork shock tower is stamped in one operation as the reinforcement is
already attached to the blank before stamping. This gives a cost in the range of a
simple monolithic shock tower but with a weight reduction of about 25%.
 Ý ÍÊ ñ krfn wrzhu lq prqrolwklfâ srvwñdvvhpeohg dqg sdwfkzrun ghvljq
Lnmnkhsghbcdrhfm
Thickness: 2.7 mm in ArcelorMittal 06
Deep drawing of this part is difficult

Lnmnkhsghbcdrhfmvhsgonrs,`rrdlakdcqdhmenqbdldms
Base blank: 1.50 mm in ArcelorMittal 06
Reinforcement: 1.20 mm in ArcelorMittal 04
Weight reduction of 20%
Post assembly with difficult access for spot-welding
Two stamping operations and one assembly operation increase cost

O`sbgvnqjak`mj
Patchwork: 1.35 mm in ArcelorMittal 06 + 1.35 mm in ArcelorMittal 04
Weight reduction of 25%
One single stamping operation

The patchwork solution enables us to reduce the thickness of the base blank from
1.50 to 1.35 mm as the patch reduces the risk of necking during the stamping
operation. On the other hand we need to compensate on the reinforcement
thickness to have the same total thickness in the top. The weight reduction increases
from 20% in the monolithic post-assembled case to 25% in the patchwork.
As only one stamping operation is necessary the cost is reduced by approximately
10%.
On top of this, the driving comfort is enhanced by the perfect match between the
shock tower and the reinforcement as the two parts are stamped together in the
patchwork case. The response of the structure is better as there is no play between
the parts. This is a feature that is especially expected in bigger cars where the
comfort and driveability are main features.
From a production point of view, the patchwork blank presents a considerable
advantage during stamping as only the thin thickness is deep drawn, thus the
strain is reduced in the Þange. The material is kept in the top area that needs to be
reinforced which helps to avoid necking.
The access for welding the reinforcement to the already stamped shock tower is
often limited. It is simpler to perform the welding operation on the Þat blank before
the stamping as is the case in the patchwork solution with less overall cost as a
consequence.
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ÏÝÊÍÝ dlojdwh
Tailgate is a fairly common tailor welded blanks application for vehicle with big
tailgates such as station wagons, vans and sport utility vehicles. This is due to the
fact that these tailgates need to be reinforced in the area of the hinges and the Ýxing
points for the hydraulic cylinders and that these reinforcements become big enough
to justify tailor welded blanks. The perfect interaction between the laser welded
reinforcement and the tailgate sheet gives the opportunity to reduce the total
thickness of base blank plus reinforcement.

ÐÝ wdwh ri wkh uw dssolfdwlrqv
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Rear rails
Roof reinforcement

B-pillar

D

A-pillar

In some cases the tailor welded blanks are made with an horizontal weld across
the tailgate and in some cases with one vertical weld at each side of the tailgate
reinforcing the whole side.

Shock
tower

Tailgate

D
D

D

H

Side
member

Cross
member

Wheel house
D

A local reinforcement can also be added for the lock by means of patch technology.
Cost saving due to less stamping operations and no subsequent assembly is the main
driver for the application, even though some weight saving potential can be shown.

Body side

Engine cradle
cross member
D

Seat cross
member

 Ý ÍË ñ dlojdwh eodqnv iru lqwhjudwlrq ri uhlqirufhphqwv
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Bumper
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Rear door
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D
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Floor panel
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ÏÝÊÎÝ rri uhlqirufhphqw
The roof reinforcement in tailor welded blanks is used to reduce the weight of the
roof structure of the car and to respond to increased safety requirements for the
roll over situation recently introduced in the USA. The roof reinforcement can be
designed to contribute to an improved performance in lateral crash.
Tailor welded blanks are also used as reinforcements of sunroofs. Monolithic sunroof
reinforcement structures are either stamped out from one sheet or post-assembled.
In the event where they are stamped out from one sheet, it has to be studied on
a case by case basis if a better nesting with a tailor welded blank can pay for the
material gains. In the case that a supplementary reinforcement is needed to support
the engine that drives the sunroof hatch, the tailor welded blanks can be designed
with different thicknesses and stamped in one operation. In this case the economy
offered by the concept becomes even more interesting.
 Ý ÍÌ ñ rri udlo lq vleruĨ ÊÎÓÓ lq gliihuhqw wklfnqhvvhv
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|slfdo zhljkw ri d ñvhjphqw fdu erg| lq zklwh zlwkrxw wdloru zhoghg eodqnvÞ
ÌÒÓ njÝ hljkw ri d vwdwh ri wkh duw erg| lq zklwh zlwk wkh pd{lpxp zhljkw vdylqj
zlwk wdloru zhoghg eodqnv lq  dv vkrzq lq wkh h{dpsoh khuhxqghuÞ ÌÎÎ njÝ
 Ý ÍÎ ñ {dpsohv ri fudvk vdihw| frqwulexwlrq dqg zhljkw uhgxfwlrq
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